
 

 

LOTS OF RED KNOT 

The usual dry season roosting activity is happening on the northern shores of Roebuck Bay. 

One large flock of birds sticking together and now and a gain a splinter group of the larger 

species separate from them. There is limited beaches available to the birds at this time of 

year due to heavy human use. Quarry Beach has been a favourite haunt this year which is a 

bit unusual. When I first came to Broome 20 years ago Quarry was a regular dry season 

roost but then it became very are to have many birds there but this season they are sticking 

to it like glue. 

So there was an easy choice of where to set the net. 

When I arrived in the hide there was a lovely small catch already waiting for us with 30 or so 

Grey-tailed Tattlers, some Red-capped Plovers and Red-necked Stints. Not enough to fire on 

but an encouraging start. Then Bar-tailed Godwits started to walk away from the tide edge 

and join the tattlers, very interesting and too good to turn down even though we were 

hoping to finish deploying the geolocators on to Red Knot. While all this ran through my 

mind there was a walk of mixed knot towards the catching area and then a split second 

before I started the count-down (box was already armed and net in) -------------- 

 

They all flew away.  

 

It is ever thus when cannon netting. But they have been wedded to this beach and after a 

brief jaunt over the azure blue waters of the bay they started to land back in front of the 

net. I started a very drawn out count-down (waiting for there to be no birds in flight) and 

then FIRE. 

A big catch. Brilliantly handled by a large team of keen first-timers and the usual Broome 

crew. 

We had to let some birds go due to only having 5 experienced banders (which is usually 

plenty!) 

 



The Red Knot total is, I am sure, the biggest ever dry season catch of that species. We were 

able to deploy all the remaining geolocators on to birds that had lots of breeding plumage 

and had completed their primary moult so were at least 2 years old and we expect them to 

migrate next April. 

 Then the tricky bit starts, re-catching them to retrieve the Geolocator and see if we can 

learn a bit more about where they stop on their way to the Luannnan Coast, Bohai Bay, 

northern China and also where they stop on the southward journey. 

The totals of birds that we banded are below. 

Thanks to everyone for a huge effort 

Chris and Adrian 
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SPECIES NEW  RETRAP 

Age 1      
1st 

Year of 
Life 

Age 1+            
1st 

year of 
life or 
older 

Known 
Age 2 

Age 2+            
2nd 

year of 
life or 
older TOTAL 

Black-tailed Godwit 2 0 1 0 1 0 2 

Curlew Sandpiper 11 1 12 0 0 0 12 

Great Knot 25 5 28 0 2 0 30 

Grey-tailed Tattler 23 0 23 0 0 0 23 

Lesser Sand Plover 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 

Red Knot 261 3 79 2 0 183 264 

Red-necked Stint 16 1 16 0 0 1 17 

Ruddy Turnstone 11 2 13 0 0 0 13 

Terek Sandpiper 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 

TOTALS 351 12 174 2 3 184 363 


